Fire Orders

Overview

This module will provide a review of the ten standard fire orders.

Standard Firefighting Orders

Fill in the blanks...

1. Keep _________ on _________ weather conditions and _________.

2. _________ what your _________ is _________ at _________ times.

3. Base _____ actions on _________ and _________ _________ of the fire.

4. Identify _________ routes and _________ _________ _________, and _________ them known.

5. _________ lookouts _________ there ____ possible _________.

6. _____ alert. Keep _______. Think _________ _________ _________.

7. Maintain _________ communications with _________ forces, _________ supervisor and _________ forces.

8. Give _________ _________ _________ and ensure _________ are _________.

9. _________ control of your _________ _________ at _____ times.

10. _________ fire _________, having _________ _________ _____ safety first.
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